This is an introduction to the Legal Technology Assessment (LTA).

Login
You will access the LTA via the login page: https://ltaweb.azurewebsites.net/
You may utilize any browser for the LTA web interface. Users report that Chrome provides the best user
experience on PC while Safari provides the best user experience on Mac.

When you navigate to the login page, you will be prompted for your credentials. Your username is your
email address. Your password will be provided via email (if it hasn’t been provided already).
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Upon login, you will be taken to the Modules list. The available modules vary by organization.

Recommendation: start with the Tutorial module.

In the Tutorial (and every other module), you always have the option of stopping the LTA and continuing
whenever time permits.
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Tutorial Task #1 — Upload/Download
The Tutorial will acclimate you to the basic rhythm of the LTA: Download-Edit-Upload. You will
download a document to be edited. Upon download, task instructions will appear in the browser. You
will open the downloaded document and perform the task as instructed. You will save and upload the
modified document. The LTA grading engine will review the uploaded document.
This is the Tutorial welcome screen. When you have read it, press the ‘Begin’ button to be proceed to
the first download screen.

When you have read the download screen for Tutorial Task #1, press the ‘Download your file(s)’ button.
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Your file will download, and task instructions will appear in the browser. In Tutorial Task #1, the
instruction is simply to upload the file you just downloaded.

Downloaded file

The screenshot above is from Chrome. The visual presentation of the downloaded file will vary by
browser. But, unless you or your organizations have fiddled with your settings, the downloaded
document should be in your Downloads folder. The Downloads folder should appear (or you should
navigate to it) when you press the ‘Upload file’ button. Select the downloaded file (which will be the
most recent file—sorting by Date modified will enhance speed).

PC
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Mac

Trainer Modules & Content Library
When you have uploaded the file from Tutorial Task #1, the LTA grading engine will review the
document to ensure it is correct. Because the Tutorial is a Trainer module, a dialog box will appear giving
you feedback on whether or not you completed the task correctly.
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As indicated in the dialog box, Trainer modules will move onto the next task if your answer is correct.
You will remain at the same task if your answer is incorrect. In Trainer modules, however, you retain the
option of skipping forward to next task, as well as the option to move back to retry previous tasks. You
also have a ‘Teach me’ button that will open a new window to provide a task-specific training video.

Move back and forth between tasks

Open task-specific training video
In addition to ‘Teach me’, which provides task-specific training as you proceed through Trainer modules,
you also have access to all training videos in the Content Library. The Content Library is available under
Modules menu.
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Assessment Modules & Scoring
In addition to Trainer modules, the LTA offers Assessment modules.

Assessment modules have the same Download-Edit-Upload interface as the Trainer modules.
Assessments simply lack the additional Trainer features (feedback, move forward/back, ‘Teach me’).
Below is the pared-down control panel present in Assessment modules:

Assessments are for diagnostic and validation purposes. What do you know? What did you learn? With
no navigation or feedback, you will move through Assessments in a linear fashion—one task after the
other. You will receive a score immediately upon completing an Assessment. Trainer modules, by
contrast, do not record scores.
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You will also have constant access to your scores from the main page.

When you proceed to the Scores page, your scores will be ordered by date with the most recent
Assessment first. Click on the ‘Details’ button to view task-level feedback.
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A full sample score report is below followed by an explanation of the scoring.

Performed Correctly. Whether the user completed the task correctly.
Target Time. Approximation of how long the task should take a qualified user. Target times
were established by amassing and analyzing data from actual users.
Actual Time. How long a task took the user. It is measured from the download to upload of the
task document.
Default Time. Approximation of how long the task would take a beginner or, alternatively, how
much organizational time would be required to correct a beginner’s mistakes (i.e., rework). The
default time is substituted for (not added to) the actual time when the task is performed
incorrectly (see Task #1 above). The theory is that the individual (or their firm) will reach the
right result eventually, it will just require more time.
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Assessed Time. Is Actual Time if the task is performed correctly. Is Default Time if the task is
performed incorrectly. All Assessed Times that exceed Target Times, even those where the
individual performed the task correctly (see Task #9 above), are highlighted in red. This provides
quick, visual cue to indicate where the user needs to improve. The individual score report is
therefore not only a record of how well the user performed, it is also a mechanism to create an
individually-tailored learning plan.
Both Assessed Time and Target Time are totaled and rounded up to the nearest 6-minute
increment (i.e., 0.1, 0.2). Total Assessed Time is then compared to Total Target Time to
segment users into certification levels.
The Procertas micro-certification is the Certified Operator of Basic Office Technology
(COBOT). COBOT designations are earned on individual modules—i.e., a user can be COBOT
Qualified on Word without ever taking the Excel module. A competent user can get through a
single assessment module in 10 to 12 minutes. An Expert designation is therefore earned with a
Total Assessed Time of 0.3 or better. A Qualified designation is awarded for a 0.4 or 0.5. An
Intermediate designation results from a score from 0.6 to 1.0. Any score above 1.0 marks a
Beginner.
COBOT digital badges are issued at the beginning of every month through third-party
administrator Acclaim (which also handles the digital badges for Microsoft and Cisco). COBOT
digital badges are issued for Qualified and Expert scores. Typically, badges are valid for three
years from the date of issue.

Tutorial Task #2 — Editing
Again, the Tutorial will acclimate you to the basic rhythm of the LTA: Download-Edit-Upload. Where
Task #1 is practice for downloading and uploading, Task #2 introduces editing. While the standard
modules will situate you in legal scenarios (e.g., prepare a contract, put together an efiling), Tutorial
Task #2 simply instructs you to bold some text. Conveniently, that text is “Bold this text.”
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Open the downloaded document and bold the text. Importantly, the method you use to bold the text
does not matter. You can use the ‘Bold’ button in the Font group on the Home ribbon. You can use a
keyboard shortcut (CTRL + B or + B). You can right click and open the Font dialog box. Any method that
results in the target text being bolded will be marked correct by the LTA grading engine. Just remember
to save before you upload.

This is a key point about the LTA. The LTA is operating system agnostic. The LTA is software and version
agnostic. The LTA is method agnostic. As long as you upload a compliant document (i.e., same filetype)
on which the task has been performed properly (and saved), it will be marked correct by the LTA grading
engine. The LTA regulates methods—some are preferable to others—by measuring time. The LTA also
teaches best practices in the attendant ‘Teach me’ videos. But the LTA is not prescriptive. Can you get to
the right answer in a reasonable amount of time? When you are done with the LTA and the attendant
training, the answer will be in the affirmative

Contact Us
We hope this was helpful. If you have any questions or suggestions, please email info@procertas.com.
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